For additional details of End Anchor Assembly (Type SFT), see Standard Plan A77S1.

1. "W" beam to thrrie beam section is only required where the terminal system connection to the thrrie beam barrier is a "W" beam rail.

2. In-line Terminal System End Treatments are used where site conditions will not accommodate a flared end treatment. The type of terminal system to be used will be shown on the Project Plans. Do not use a Caltrans approved 31" end treatment.

3. A Caltrans approved crash cushion should be used in place of a terminal system end treatment where the backside of the railing would be exposed to traffic.

4. A 6'-0" length steel foundation tube, TS 8 x 6 x 3/8", may be furnished and installed in place of the 4'-6" length steel foundation tube and soil plate shown. Minimum embedment of the 6'-0" length tube shall be 5'-9". A 1/2" Ø hex head bolt and nut shall be installed in the hole in the 6'-0" length tube to keep the wood post from dropping into the tube.

5. Posts not to be installed in surfacing.